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LAND AT PENLANDS FARM,  

HAYWARDS HEATH, WEST SUSSEX 

Archaeological Trial Trenching 

 

by Jake Streatfeild-James 

 

 

Headland Archaeology Ltd conducted an intrusive evaluation on land at Penlands Farm, located on 

the north western edge of Haywards Heath. The evaluation was undertaken in order to provide further 

information on the sub-surface archaeological potential of the proposed Development Area. The work 

was commissioned by Catesby Estates Limited and The Trustees of the Borde Hill Estate. A total of 29 

trenches were excavated within the DA. This resulted in the investigation of a double ditched 

enclosure containing early Bronze Age lithics and ditches containing late Iron Age/Romano British 

pottery. In both cases the artefacts were in secure contexts and can be used as a means of reliably 

dating the remains. Such remains are of significance locally/regionally and are likely to require 

mitigation measures as part of any construction programme. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Planning background 

 

1.1.1 Catesby Estates Ltd and The Trustees of Borde Hill Estate are proposing a 

resdidential development on land at Penlands Farm, located on the north 

western edge of Haywards Heath.  Headland Archaeology (UK) Ltd have been 

comissioned to complete the cultural heritage chapter of an Environmental 

Statement  as part of that application. 

 

1.1.2 As part of the data-gathering for that chapter we completed a baseline desk-

based assessment (Headland Archaeology 2013a); this indicated that sub-surface 

archaeological potential was present within the PDA. Having done so, we 

consulted with the West Sussex County Council’s Senior Archaeologist 

(WSCCSA) (who provides archaeological advice to Mid Sussex District Council 

(MSDC) and agreed a series of evaluative measures designed to augment our 

collective knowledge on that potential. A watching brief during geo-technical 

test-pitting was completed (Headland Archaeology 2013b) this was followed by a 

non-intrusive geophysical survey (Headland Archaeology 2013c) and intrusive 

trial trenching (this document). Each technique built upon the results of the 

former in order to progress the state of our knowledge and arrive at a reliable 

assessment of depth of survival, spatial location and extent, date, character and 

quality. That information will be drawn into the ES Chapter in order to ensure 

that sub-surface remains are considered along with otyher cultural heritage 

concerns. 

 

1.1.3 This document is submitted by Headland Archaeology (UK) Ltd as a report 

on the results of the Stage 1 intrusive archaeological evaluation. It confirms to the 

Written Scheme of Investigation approved by the LPA in advance of the works 

taking place (Headland Archaeology 2013d). Subsequently, it is likely that 

further archaeological works (Stage 2 trial trenching and targeted migitation 

measures – open area excavation) would be required in response to a condition 

placed on the proposed development by the local Planning Authority (LPA). 

 

1.2 Site Location and Geology  

 

1.2.1 The PDA is located on the north west edge of Haywards Heath, 

surrounding the farmhouse at Penlands Farm; the site is centred on TQ 32317 
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25522.  It is bounded to the east by housing fronting onto Balcombe Road, to the 

north by Hanlye Lane and to the west by a substantial shelter belt of mature trees 

associated with the estate at Borde Hill.  The PDA consists of a mix of arable field 

and pasture, intersected by stands of mature deciduous trees also associated with 

the Borde Hill estate. Three footpaths converge on the PDA, the junction of these 

is located approximately 20 metres to the south of Penland Farm farmhouse. 

 

1.2.2 The PDA is situated on a ridge above Haywards Heath occupying a slope 

running gently south east from 88m AOD. The underlying geology is 

predominantly identified as the Tunbridge Wells Sand Formation with 

intrusions of Lower Grinstead Clays, Wadhurst Clays, Cuckfield Stone Bed 

deposits and Ardingly Sandstone Beds to the western edge of the PDA 

(www.bgs.ac.uk).  

 

1.3 Archaeological background  

 

1.3.2 The archaeological and historical background of the DA has been detailed 

in a desk-based assessment (Headland Archaeology 2013a). In summary, the 

PDA comprises mainly arable fields, a single pasture field and some areas of 

woodland (both ancient and modern) also exist. Some of the surviving field 

boundaries are ‘historic’ field boundaries )  

 

1.3.3 There are only three previously recorded heritage assets within the DA 

the line of a Roman road, the site of a limekiln and the site of a WWII anti-aircraft 

battery. A site visit on 3rd June 2013 identified a brick and concrete building in 

the wooded area to the north of the Application Site which may correspond with 

a building shown on mapping from 1955. This structure may relate to the WWII 

anti-aircraft battery, but may equally be an early post-war structure.  

 

1.3.4 The mapped route of the Roman road (Illus 1) passes through an area of 

ancient woodland in the south-east of the DA, however the route of the road is 

not precisely known and it may extend into parts of the DA.  

 

1.3.5 There was no nucleated settlement at Haywards Heath until the mid 19th 

century when the railway was constructed. Prior to this the area was one of 

dispersed farms; the fields of the DA were enclosed from clearance of woodland 

in the medieval period. 
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1.3.6 The DA lies immediately south of the Grade II* Registered Park of Borde 

Hill, and areas of tree planting along the northern boundary of the DA have been 

identified as screening for the park.  

 

1.3.7  Non-intrusive Geophysical surveying of the site revealed the presence of 

possible isolated pit features on the DA and the probable remains of an Iron Age 

enclosure in the north-west field of the DA (Illus 1).  

2. METHODOLOGY  

Because of the potential impact of the development on archaeological remains, 

West Sussex County Council’s Senior Archaeologist (WSCCSA) has 

recommended that a programme of archaeological investigation be undertaken 

in two stages. West Sussex County Council (WSCC) provides archaeological 

advice to Mid Sussex District Council (MSDC) and the former will advise the 

latter following submission of the planning application). A two stage evaluation 

has been agreed. Stage 1 – a targeted (pre-determination) evaluation via trial 

trenching to test the results of geophysical survey (approximately 1% of the 

development area). Stage 2 – a post-determination evaluation (1% of the 

development area) to sample the remaining larger apparently blank parts of the 

developable area. Stage 2 would be a condition of any planning consent.  

 

The Stage 1 archaeological evaluation will not include any investigation of the 

lime kiln site and Roman road (within the proposed DA), as these are not 

accessible for investigation, being under tree cover. The current development 

proposals suggest that all earthworks/ structures within the woodland will not 

be disturbed by the development. However, it is not entirely clear from the draft 

illustrative masterplan whether the lime kiln will be wholly untouched. If the 

development proposals involve woodland/ tree/ ecological mitigation/ 

enhancement works, there remains the possibility that some limited 

archaeological mitigation or enhancement of these features may be appropriate 

during Stage 2 archaeological works. 

 

2.1 Objectives  

 

2.1.1 The objectives of the evaluation were: 

  

• In general, the purpose of the investigation is to identify and assess the 

particular significance of any element of the historic environment that 
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may be affected by the relevant proposal (including by development 

affecting the setting of a heritage asset) This will be achieved by 

determining and understanding the nature, function and character of any 

remains on the site, in their cultural and environmental setting. 

 

• The local and regional research contexts are provided by the South East 

Research Framework (currently in preparation; seminar notes are available 

on the Kent County Council website 

http://www.kent.gov.uk/leisure_and_culture/heritage/south_east_researc

h_framework.aspx). Any evidence retrieved during the works will be 

analysed in light of the objectives contained in this framework. 

 

2.1.2 Specifically the aims of the investigation include: 

 

• establishing the depth and character of archaeologically ‘sterile’ 

overburden; 

• identifying, characterising and dating any potential archaeological 

remains within the site; and 

• defining any constraints encountered during the evaluation and any 

potential constraints for further archaeological fieldwork (e.g. areas of 

disturbance, service locations, etc.) 

• establishing the extent and character of the enclosure in the north west 

field 

 

2.1.3 The resulting archive (finds and records) will be organised and deposited 

in the appropriate registered museum (to be confirmed) to facilitate access 

for future research and interpretation for public benefit.  

 

2.2 Methodology 

 

2.2.1 The Stage 1 fieldwork took place between 15th October and 23rd October 

2013. A total of 29 trenches were excavated amounting to 910 linear meters at 

1.8m wide. The trenches were laid out in order to test geophysical survey 

anomalies and blank areas within the DA.  

 

2.2.2 A 360 degree tracked mechanical excavator equipped with a flat-bladed 

bucket was used to remove topsoil under direct archaeological control. 
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Excavation continued until clean geological sediments or significant 

archaeological deposits were encountered. 

 

2.2.3 Further investigation, required to satisfy the objectives of the evaluation, 

was continued by hand. A representative sample, sufficient to meet the 

objectives of the evaluation, of identified features was investigated by hand and 

all features were recorded. The stratigraphy of each trench was recorded in full.  

 

2.3 Recording 

 

2.3.1 All recording was in accordance with the code of practice of the Institute for 

Archaeologists (IfA). All trenches and contexts were given unique numbers. All 

recording was undertaken on pro forma record cards that conform to accepted 

archaeological standards. All stratigraphic relationships were recorded. 

 

2.3.2 An overall site plan at an appropriate scale and relative to the National Grid 

was recorded by digital survey using a differential GPS.  

 

2.3.3 A full photographic record comprising colour slide and black and white 

print photographs was taken, supplemented with digital photography. A metric 

scale was clearly visible in record photographs. 

3. RESULTS  

3.1 Introduction  

 

3.1.1 Full trench descriptions, including orientation, length and depth are 

presented in Appendix 1.1. Technical details of individual contexts are presented 

in Appendix 1.2. Contexts are numbered by trench number: ie Trench 1 [101], 

Trench 2 [201]. Cut features are shown as [101] whilst their fills are expressed as 

(102) for example. The results are described in chronological order. 

 

3.1.2 Overburden generally comprised topsoil to a depth of 0.25-0.40m below 

ground level (bgl). Subsoil was only identified in a small number of trenches 

excavated through pasture land and in areas where break of slope had resulted 

in deposits of colluvium. Where recorded it was generally 0.10m to 0.15m thick.  

The underlying natural geology comprised sand and gravels with large 

intrusions of clay, and exposed bedding planes of sandstone. 
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3.1.3 Whilst over half the trenches were archaeologically sterile the evaluation 

revealed the remains of Neolithic/early Bronze Age and late Iron/Romano-British 

activity. There was notable evidence for modern plough truncation and the 

presence of ploughmarks and land drains were noted across the site. 

 

3.2 Prehistoric  

 

3.2.1 Trench 18 contained an arrangement of four small sub oval pits with 

rounded bases.  Each contained a single fill of mid orange brown alluvial 

material. No datable artefacts were present in any of the four features. These are 

interpreted as pits of likely prehistoric origin based upon their morphology and 

deposit character (the presence/absence of datable artefacts not being the only 

way of dating such features).  

 

3.2.2 They cannot be closely dated; but are noteworthy in so much as they 

represent the feature type which has led to the recording of ‘discrete anomalies’ 

on the geophysical survey plot (Illus 2). Such features are harder to pick up in 

trial trenching due to their discrete and relatively small character and may be (a 

less significant element) of the landscape surrounding the remains described 

below. 

 

3.3 Neolithic and early Bronze Age  

 

3.3.1 Trenches 4, 7 and 8 were targeted on a geophysical survey anomaly which 

suggested the presence of a double ditch enclosure.  Trenches 4 and 8 targetted 

the ditches and Trench 7 targetted the interior of the enclosure. 

 

3.3.2 Trenches 4 and 8 confirmed the presence of the double ditches, both of 

which were investigated in Trench 8 [802] and [804].  The cuts were relatively 

shallow and wide, both measuring around 1.8 meters wide and 0.4 meters deep, 

both roughly symmetrical in profile.  The fills of both ditches were found to 

contain an assemblage of flint, but no other significant finds (Section 4).  The flint 

assemblage was relatively unabraided (suggesting it had not rolled since being 

deposited in the ditch and making it relatively secure in dating the deposition 

event), and has been dated to, no later than, the early Bronze Age.   

 

3.3.3 In Trench 4, the outer ditch, [802] appears to change, becoming wider.  The 

inner ditch maintains its shape in plan, and was found to intersect with a 
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curvilinear feature [401].  Although the relationship was not investigated, the 

terminus of [401] was excavated and it was found to be shallow, with no obvious 

artefacts or charcoal inclusions. 

 

3.4 late Iron Age/Romano-British  

 

3.4.1 Trench 7 revealed a small isolated pit measuring 0.8m wide across and 

0.11m deep which may have been associated with the ditches as it is situated 

within the bounds of the enclosure. The fill was noticeably charcoal rich, and 

contained a small assemblage of late Iron Age/early Romano-British ceramic 

fragments (Section 4).     

 

3.4.2 Trench 14 contained a large linear feature [1401] which was investigated 

with a meter slot across the point where it appeared to swing from a NW-SE 

alignment to an N-S alignment.  This slot revealed a shallow ditch 1.9 meters 

wide, with a single fill only 0.22 meters deep.  The finds assemblage included a 

large array of late Iron Age to early Romano-British ceramic fragments and a 

small fragment of glassy vitrified material identified as slag, which may denote 

some form of contemporary industrial process (kilns can produce such material 

due to high temperatures).  

 

3.4.3 These features are likely to form part of a later landscape which happens to 

be in close proximity to the Neolithic/EBA enclosure (Trenches 4 and 8). It is 

possible that enclosure survived as an earthwork in later periods and the 

proximity of these remains to the enclosre may not be entirely coincidental. 

 

3.5 Post-Medieval  

 

3.5.1 Evidence for post-medieval activity comprising a single field boundary was 

recorded in Trenches 7 and 9.  This V cut ditch was aligned on a geophysical 

survey anomaly which has been reported as corresponding with a field 

boundary on the 1st edition ordnance survey sheet for Haywards Heath.  The 

maximum depth of the feature where it was investigated in Trench 7 was 0.35m.  

 

3.6 Undated 

 

3.6.1 Pit [1501] was excavated with a 1m slot through the northern end of the 

feature, it was found to contain a single fill of mid grey brown clayey sand, and 
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extended to a depth of 0.55m. the base appeared to be lined with large angular 

stones, however no artefactual evidence was forthcoming. 

 

3.6.2 Feature [1301] appeared to have been excavated and backfilled within the 

recent past, as the frequent inclusions of unburnt wood and charcoal were 

noticeable unabraided and fresh.  This feature was attributed to 20th century 

agricultural activity. 

 

3.5 Description of the significance of the heritage assets  

  

3.5.1 The local and regional research contexts for the Bronze Age and Iron Age 

are provided by Champion et al (2007), the aims of which are to survey and 

evaluate our current understanding of the region’s historic environment. The 

potential for the remains uncovered at Penlands Farm to contribute to the 

regional understanding of activity during the Early Bronze Age to the Late Iron 

Age is thought to be significant.  Champion notes that ‘low-density development on 

the Downs and the Weald’ has contributed to a significant gap in our 

understanding of the development of Late Prehistoric landscapes, production 

and consumption in the South East (2007: 9). He also notes that ‘an important 

question for future research is to find more houses and other structures dating to the 

Middle Bronze Age - Late Iron Age’ in an attempt to build a more comprehensive 

pattern of settlement in the landscape.   The discovery of a possible enclosed 

settlement containing a mix of late Bronze Age and late Iron Age material culture 

has the potential to contribute to both of these research questions. 

 

Description of Heritage 

Asset 

Trench 

Number 

Feature 

Number/s 

Significance of heritage 

asset (Low, Medium, 

High) and of local, 

regional, national, 

international interest 

HA1 – EBA/IA activity 4, 8 [401], [403], 

[405] 

 [801], [803] 

 

Medium significance of 

regional interest 

HA2 – late Iron 

Age/Romano-British 

activity 

7, 14, 15 [701] 

[1401] 

[1501]  

Low significance of 

regional interest 

 

HA3 – Isolated (possible) 18 [1801], [1803], Low significance of local 
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prehistoric Pits 

 

[1805], [1807] interest 

HA4 – Post Medieval 

Field Boundary 

7 [703] Low significance of local 

interest 

Table 1 – Heritage Assets recorded during intrusive evaluation 

 

3.5.2 The incidence of pit digging is isolated and undated due to the lack of finds 

and organic material.  In cases where material culture is contained within these 

isolated features they can provide insights into the curation and deposition of 

prehistoric material (Chaffey and Brooke, 2012). However, in this case they lack 

any diagnostic material and, therefore, cannot contribute any further to the 

regional research framework.  

 
3.5.3 The Post Medieval field boundary has been full recorded, and its presence noted 

within this report. 

4. FINDS 

The finds assemblage numbers 30 sherds of pottery, four Lithic finds and a small 

piece of slag.  They were found in four contexts in three trenches. The resulting 

data is summarised in Table 2 (Quanitificaion) and Table 3 (Finds Catalogue) is 

included at the end. 

 

Trenc

h 

Context Feature 
Pottery Lithics Slag Dating 

7 702 Pit  

701 

4 - - Iron Age 

to Early 

Roman 

8 804 Ditch  

803 

- 3 - PH 

8 802 Ditch  

803 

 1 - PH 

14 1402 Linear  

1401 

26 - 1 Iron Age 

to Early 

Roman 

Total -  30 4 1 - 

Table 2 – Quantification of finds by trench, with spot dating 
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4.1 Methodology  

 

4.1.1 The finds assessed includes those collected by hand in the field and any 

collected by wet sieving.  Wet-sieved finds were retrieved by flotation and wet 

sieving in a Siraf-style flotation machine. Any material remaining in the flotation 

tank (retent) was wet-sieved through a 1mm mesh and air-dried. The remaining 

material was sorted, scanned with a magnet and any material of archaeological 

significance removed.  

 

4.1.2 The finds have undergone visual examination and where appropriate, 

microscopic examination (x10, x20 or x60).  All finds have been catalogued on an 

Access database using visual and metric recording.  

 

4.1.3 For the purposes of the assessment the pottery assemblage was sorted 

macroscopically into fabrics in order to ascertain date and quantified by sherd 

count and weight.  

 

4.2 Results 

 

4.2.1. The pottery comprises a small group of 30 sherds, weighing 212g, dating to 

the Iron Age-early Roman period. The group comprises 15 sherds of heavily 

grog-tempered ware (fabric GR); nine sherds of a vesicular calcareous and grog-

tempered ware (fabric GRCA) and a single quite abraded sandy sherd (OXID). 

 

4.2.2 Most of the pottery was recovered from linear [1401].  The pieces were quite 

well-preserved in terms of edge abrasion given that the material is quite soft and 

fired at a low temperature. They are moderately well broken-up with an overall 

average sherd size of 8g, which is slightly below average for undisturbed 

deposits. Surface preservation varies; in some cases burnishing can be detected, 

in other cases the surfaces are abraded. 

 

4.2.3 Assuming that the group is contemporary it suggests a probably early 

Roman date on the basis of the sandy ware which has a more Romanised fabric. 

The grog-tempered wares could date to the later Iron Age or early Roman 

periods. The grog and calcareous body sherds had they been found on their own 

might have suggested an earlier prehistoric date but are presumably 

contemporary with the other material. 
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4.2.4 The lithics assemblage was retrieved from two fills of ditch [801], Trench 8.  

It comprises four pieces of mottled grey, medium-grained flint.  The assemblage 

size is too small to carry out any detailed analysis and there are no immediately 

closely datable pieces.  Despite this a few observations can be made.  All stages 

of the reduction process are represented, although not from one single activity, 

including a core, a tool and two pieces of debitage.  The assemblage is fresh and 

un-abraded which suggests limited movement after initial deposition. The end 

scraper, single platform core and microblade fragment are all aspects more 

indicative of an earlier prehistoric date; they are extremely unlikely to post-date 

the early Bronze Age. 

 

4.2.5 The only other find is a small vitrified lump with one flat, glassy, vesicular 

side.  The piece is fairly abraded and it is not clear if it is a fragment from a larger 

piece.  This was found in the same context as the late Iron Age to early Roman 

pottery and may be of a similar date. 

 

4.3 Further Work 

4.3.1 No further work is recommended on the assemblage at present although if 

further work is undertaken at the site it should be taken into consideration and 

possibly reassessed. 

 

4.3.2 The assemblage, although small, suggests, as a minimum, activity dating to 

earlier prehistory and the later Iron Age/early Roman period. If context (1402) is 

a disturbed one it is possible that there is also earlier prehistoric material present 

but equally it could be contemporary with the rest of the material. Further finds 

would be required to confirm or refute the dating to establish whether this is a 

coherent group. 
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Table 3 - Finds Catalogue (heading 2) 

 

Trench Feature 
Feature 

Type 
Context QTY 

Weight 

(g) 
Material Object Description 

Fabric 

Code 
Period 

7 701 Pit 702 4 8 Pottery body and 

base 

Thin walled, flat based vessel, grog-tempered fabric. The fabrics 

are reduced and quite soft and have a moderate to common 

frequency of grog. The vessel walls are quite thin. 

GR - 

8 803 Ditch 802 1 8 Lithics Scraper Distal fragment of a distal end scraper. Semi abrupt retouch to the 

right distal corner, possible resharpening 

- PH 

8 803 Ditch 804 1 20 Lithics Core Single platform core - PH 

8 803 Ditch 804 2 1 Lithics Debitage Flake and proximal end of a broken blade. The flake has evidence 

for utilisation at the tip and right lateral 

- PH 

14 1401 Linear 1402 11 75 Pottery 

(PH-Rom) 

body Grog-tempered Ware. The fabrics are reduced and quite soft and 

have a moderate to common frequency of grog. The vessel walls 

are quite thin. 

GR LIA-

ERO 

14 1401 Linear 1402 2 14 Pottery 

(PH-Rom) 

rim Jar made from a grog-tempered fabric. The fabrics are reduced and 

quite soft and have a moderate to common frequency of grog. The 

vessel walls are quite thin. 

GR LIA-

ERO 

14 1401 Linear 1402 1 20 Pottery 

(PH-Rom) 

rim Jar made from a grog-tempered fabric. The fabrics are reduced and 

quite soft and have a moderate to common frequency of grog. The 

vessel walls are quite thin. The vessel walls are quite thin. 

GR LIA-

ERO 

14 1401 Linear 1402 1 17 Pottery 

(PH-Rom) 

rim Jar made from a grog-tempered fabric. The fabrics are reduced and 

quite soft and have a moderate to common frequency of grog. The 

vessel walls are quite thin. 

GR LIA-

ERO 

14 1401 Linear 1402 9 70 Pottery 

(PH-Rom) 

body Grog and calcareous sherds with an oxidised exterior and black 

interior. Probably from a single handmade vessel, with quite thick 

walls (10 mm). The calcareous content has leached out leaving a 

very vesicular fabric. 

GRCA LIA-

ERO 
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14 1401 Linear 1402 1 5 Pottery 

(Rom) 

body fine sandy body sherd of oxidised fabric, probably wheelmade 

with a pale oxidised exterior and a grey interior 

OXID LIA-

ERO 

14 1401 Linear 1402 1 3 Pottery 

(PH-Rom) 

body grog and calcareous sherd with an oxidised exterior and black 

interior 

GRCA LIA-

ERO 

14 1401 Linear 1402 1 9 Industrial 

Waste 

Slag Small abraded vitrified lump - - 
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5. ENIRONMENTAL SAMPLES  

5.1 Introduction 

 

5.1.1 Four samples ranging in volume from 20 to 40 litres were processed for 

environmental assessment. The aims of the assessment were to assess the 

presence, preservation and abundance of any palaeoenvironmental remains in 

the samples and to assess the potential of the material for any indication of the 

function of the features.  The environmental remains are quantified in Tables 4 

and 5. 

 

5.2 Methodology 

 

5.2.1 The samples were subjected to flotation and wet sieving in a Siraf-style 

flotation machine. The floating debris (the flot) was collected in a 250 μm sieve 

and, once dry, scanned using a binocular microscope. Any material remaining in 

the flotation tank (retent) was wet-sieved through a 1mm mesh and air-dried. 

This was then sorted and any material of archaeological significance removed. 

All plant macrofossil samples were analysed using a stereomicroscope at 

magnifications of x10 and up to x100 where necessary to aid identification. 

Identifications, where provided, were confirmed using modern reference 

material and seed atlases including Cappers et al. (2006). 

 

5.3 Results 

 

5.3.1 Results of the assessment are presented in Tables 4 (Retent samples) and 5 

(Flot samples). Material suitable for AMS (Accelerated Mass Spectrometry) 

radiocarbon dating is shown in the tables. 

 

5.3.2 Wood charcoal was present in varying quantities in the flots (Table 5) and 

retents. Fragment size ranged from less than 0.1 cm to 1.5 cm. Where possible, 

charcoal was identified, as oak or non-oak. Non-oak charcoal was present in 

samples (1, 2 and 5), taken from the fill (802) of enclosure ditch [801], Fill (1402) 

of linear feature [1401] and fill (702) of pit [701]. The largest amount of charcoal 

was recovered from the fill (702) of pit [701]. Charcoal of a suitable size for AMS  
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Table 4:PFHH13 Retent Sample Results     

        

Context 
Number 

Sample 
Number 

Feature 
Sample 
Vol (l) 

Charcoal 
Quantity 

Charcoal 
max size 

(cm) 

Material 
Available 
for AMS 

Comments 

802 1 
Fill of enclosure ditch 

[801] 
40 

++ 1.2 
Charcoal 

+ 
Charcoal non-oak 

804 2 
Fill of enclosure ditch 

[803] 
30 

+ <0.5 No 
  

1402 3 
Fill of linear feature 

[1401] 
40 

++ 1 
Charcoal 

+ 
Charcoal non-oak 

702 5 Fill of pit [701] 20 
++++ 1.5 

Charcoal 
+ 

Charcoal non-oak 

Key: + = rare (0-5), ++ = occasional (6-15), +++ = common (15-50) and ++++ = abundant (>50) 

  NB charcoal over 1cm is suitable for identification and AMS dating   
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Table 5: PFHH13- Flotation sample results      

         

Context 
Number 

Sample 
Number Feature 

Total 
flot Vol 
(ml)  Other plant remains 

Charcoal 
Quantity 

Charcoal 
Max size 

(cm) 
Material available 

for AMS Comments 

802 1 

Fill of 
enclosure 
ditch [801] 

25   +++ <0.1 No 

Contains 
uncharred modern 
roots +++ and 
uncharred 
Chenopodium sp 
+ 

804 2 

Fill of 
enclosure 
ditch [803] 50 Small legumes + + 0.2 No 

Small charred wild 
legumes  

1402 3 

Fill of linear 
feature [1401] 75   +++ 0.3 No   

702 5 

Fill of pit [701] 

25 
Chenopodium sp +, 
Small legumes +++ ++ <0.1 No 

Contains modern 
roots ++ and 
charred 
Chenopodium sp 

Key: + = rare (1-5), ++ = occasional (6-15), +++ = common (16-50) and ++++ = abundant (>50)     

  NB charcoal over 1cm is suitable for identification and AMS dating       
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dating was recovered from three (1, 2 and 5) of the four samples. The majority of 

charcoal fragments recovered were in the small size range (<1cm) making it 

improbable that they represent in situ burning. 

 

5.3.3 Charred plant remains were relatively rare. Several small legumes, were 

present within the fill (702) of pit [701]. However, it is likely that these seeds were 

incidentally incorporated into the fills of these features.  A small number of fat 

hen seeds Chenopodium sp. were also present in the flots from the fill (702) of pit 

[701].  Modern roots were present in the flots of samples (1 and 5) taken from the 

fill (802) of enclosure ditch [801] and fill (702) of pit [701]. 

 

5.4 Discussion 

 

5.4.1 Chenopodium is generally associated with disturbed ground, with the 

smaller legumes more typical of grassland. With such low numbers present they 

provide little information on the activities associated with the archaeological 

features. Only one sample taken from the fill (702) of pit [701] contained charcoal 

fragments of a sufficient size and number for charcoal analysis. The south-

eastern research framework states that ‘industries (e.g. pottery, metallurgy) or 

other activities (e.g. cremation) which regularly use wood for fuel are still not 

fully understood. What woods were selected and how they were used, in 

isolation or with other fuels needs to be investigated further’. Relating fuel use to 

woodland management is also highlighted as a research priority (Smith 2008).  

Although the charcoal assemblage on this site could provide low level 

information on the species of trees selected for fuel wood, collectively the 

charcoal assemblage recovered from the processed samples is too small to inform 

on any woodland management techniques or the composition of regional 

woodland.
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6. CONCLUSIONS 

 

6.1 

 

6.1.1 Trial trenching at Penlands Farm has revealed archaeological remains representing a 

Neolithic/EBA Enclosure, dating of which is supported by flint artefacts. A ditch and pit datable 

to the late Iron Age/Roman period (containing pottery sherds) are also recorded along with pits 

devoid of datable artefacts, which nonetheless are likely to be prehistoric in origin.  

 

6.1.2 Trenching demonstrated the presence of a Neolithic/EBA enclosure (HA1) and some late 

Iron Age/Romano-British remains (HA2) located at the northern end of the site, around the 

drive which currently serves the farm house at Penland Farm. Features were relatively shallow, 

having been truncated by modern ploughing. Further evidence for (possible) prehistoric 

activity, in the form of isolated pit digging, was recorded in Trench 18, although no material 

culture was recovered which might suggest a solid date. The remains have the potential to 

contribute to local research agendas on a number of levels.   

 

6.1.3 The scarcity of sites relating to prehistoric occupation on the Weald has been noted in the 

South East Research Framework seminars (Champion, 2007). The identification of human 

activity in the form of a probable late Neolithic / early Bronze Age enclosure presents the 

opportunity to contribute to this area, which remains poorly understood in terms of the 

Prehistoric landscape.   

 

6.1.4 The assemblage of late Iron Age – Early Romano British ceramics recovered from ditch 

[1401] suggests the potential to contribute to the dating and phasing of late Iron Age grog 

tempered wares (Fabrics GR and GRCA).  On a wider scale, the site has the potential to 

contribute data on patterns of settlement, domestic structures, and industrial processes on the 

Weald during late Prehistory.   

 

6.1.5 Trial trenching has confirmed the veracity of the geophysical survey, showing that a large 

double ditch enclosure and associated prehistoric activity are present within the PDA at 

Penlands Farm.  Geophysical anomalies have, for the most part, been shown to correspond to 

archaeological features cut into the natural subsoil.  Where this wasn’t the case, recording of the 

stratigraphy within the trenches has shown that processes of erosion and deposition have been a 

factor in masking or providing “false positives”.  For instance, along the northern edge of field 

1, a considerable plough headland had built up, doubling the depth of the ploughsoil.  In 
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Trenches 16, 17, 15 and 26, alluvial processes had also lead to a build up of subsoil.  The area in 

which the geophysics results best matched the sub-surface archaeology was in areas where the 

effect of plough truncation was at its worst, and there was no subsoil present.  Trenches 7, 8 and 

9 were located in this vulnerable zone, situated at the top of the ridge which ran east-west across 

field 1. 

 

6.1.6 The results of the trial trenching have shown the existence of a Neolithic/EBA enclosure 

and some laite Iron Age/Romano-British. The most significant archaeological remains were 

situated in one area, at the northern end of the DA, straddling the access to Penlands Farm.  All 

features recorded had been plough truncated to some extent, however, all were cut to an 

average depth of around 0.5m, suggesting the potential for significant archaeological material to 

survive within the DA.  
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8.  APPENDIX 1: Site Registers  

 

Trench Register 

Trench 

No. Orientation 

Length 

(m) Description 

Min Depth to 

archaeology (m) 

1 NW-SE 15 0-0.38m topsoil; 0.38m+ natural 0.38 

2 E-W 50 0-0.35m topsoil; 0.35m+ natural 0.35 

3 NE-SW 50 0-0.2m topsoil; 0.2-0.4m subsoil; 0.4m+ natural 0.4 

4 NW-SE 30 0-0.25m topsoil; 0.25-0.4m subsoil; 0.4m+ natural 0.4 

5 NNW-SSE 30 0-0.25m topsoil; 0.25-0.4m subsoil; 0.4m+ natural 0.4 

6 E-W 15 0-0.17m topsoil; 0.17-0.4m subsoil;0.4m+ natural 0.4 

7 E-W 30 0-0.25m topsoil; 0.25m+ natural 0.25 

8 E-W 30 0-0.29m topsoil; 0.29m+ natural 0.29 

9 N-S 15 0-0.32m topsoil; 0.32m+ natural 0.32 

10 NW-SE 15 0-0.29m topsoil; 0.29m+ natural 0.29 

11 NE-SW 50 0-0.25m topsoil; 0.25m+ natural 0.25 

12 NE-SW 50 0-0.35m topsoil; 0.35m+ natural 0.35 

13 NW-SE 15 0-0.25m topsoil; 0.25-0.5m subsoil; 0.5m+ natural 0.25 

14 N-S 15 0-0.28m topsoil; 0.28m+ natural 0.28 

15 E-W 30 0-0.26m topsoil; 0.26m+ natural 0.26 

16 E-W 15 0-0.28m topsoil; 0.28-0.71m subsoil; 0.71m natural 0.71 

17 E-W 50 0-0.4m topsoil; 0.4-0.5m subsoil; 0.5m+ natural 0.5 

18 NW-SE 50 0-0.25m topsoil; 0.25-0.7m subsoil; 0.7m+ natural 0.55 

19 NE-SW 15 0-0.26m topsoil; 0.26m+ natural 0.26 

20 NW-SE 15 0-0.25m topsoil; 0.25m+ natural 0.25 

21 NE-SW 15 0-0.27m topsoil; 0.27m+ natural 0.27 

22 NE-SW 50 0-0.25m topsoil; 0.25m+ natural 0.25 

23 NE-SW 50 0-0.25m topsoil; 0.25m+ natural 0.25 

24 NW-SE 50 0-0.25m topsoil; 0.25-0.65m subsoil; 0.65m+ natural 0.25 

25 NE-SW 50 0-0.35m topsoil; 0.35m+ natural 0.35 

26 NW-SE 50 0-0.3m topsoil; 0.3m+ natural 0.3 

27 NE-SW 15 0-0.35m topsoil; 0.35m+ natural 0.35 

28 NE-SW 15 0-0.25m topsoil; 0.25-0.4m subsoil; 0.4m+ natural 0.4 

29 N-S 50 0-0.3m topsoil; 0.3m+ natural 0.3 

 
Context Register 

Context no. Area Description 

[401] Tr4 Cut of gully, 0.4m wide, 0.27m deep 
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(402) Tr4 Mid greyish-brown clay fill of gully [401] 

[403] Tr4 Cut of ditch (undug) 

(404) Tr4 Fill of ditch (undug) [1403] 

[405] Tr4 Cut of ditch (undug) 

(406) Tr4 Fill of ditch (undug) [1405] 

      

[701] Tr7 Cut of small, irregular pit, 0.6m long, 0.8m wide, 0.11m deep 

(702) Tr7 Dark greyish-brown silty clay fill of pit [701] with charcoal content 

[703] Tr7 Cut of 19th century boundary ditch, 0.9m wide, 0.3m deep 

(704) Tr7 Mid greyish-brown clay fill of boundary ditch [703] 

      

[801] Tr8 Cut of regular ditch, 1.8m wide, 0.4m deep 

(802) Tr8 Mid greyish-brown silty clay fill of ditch [801] 

[803] Tr8 Cut of slighlty irregular ditch, 1.9m wide, 0.37m deep 

(804) Tr8 Mid greyish-brown silty clay fill of ditch [803] 

      

[1301] Tr13 Cut of steep sided large linear feature, 1.65m wide, 0.75m deep 

(1302) Tr13 Mid orangish-brown gravelly clay fill of linear feature [1301] 

      

[1401] Tr14 

Cut of shallow linear feature truncated by ploughing, 1.9m wide, 0.22m 

deep 

(1402) Tr14 Mid greyish-brown clayey sand fill of linear feature [1401] 

      

[1501] Tr15 Cut of large, steep sided pit, 1.35m wide, unknown depth 

(1502) Tr15 Mid greyish-brown clayey sand fill of pit [1501] 

      

[1801] Tr18 Cut of natural gully, 0.5m wide, 0.1m deep 

(1802) Tr18 Fill of gully [1801] 

[1803] Tr18 Cut of treen bowl, 0.9m wide, 0.2m deep 

(1804) Tr18 Fill of tree bowl [1803] 

[1805] Tr18 Cut of treen bowl, 1m wide, 0.16m deep 

(1806) Tr18 Fill of tree bowl [1805] 

 
Photographic Register 

Frame no. Direction Description 

001   ID Shot 

002 W Trench 6 

003 NNW Trench 5 

004 NW Trench 4 

005 NE Trench 3 

006 E Trench 2 
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007 NE Trench 1 

008 S Trench 9 

009 E Trench 7 

010 E Trench 8 

011   Trench 9 

012   Trench 10 

013   Trench 11 

014   Trench 12 

015   ID Shot 

016   Trench 13 

017 SW Trench 28 

018 NW Land drain in Trench 28 

019 S Trench 29 

020 SW Trench 27 

021 SW Land drain A in Trench 27 

022 SW Land drain B in Trench 27 

023 NW Trench 26 

024 W Land drain A in Trench 26 

025 N Land drain B in Trench 26 

026 N Land drain C in Trench 27 

027 NW Land drain D in Trench 27 

028 S Land drain E in Trench 28 

029 S Land drain F in Trench 28 

030 SW Trench 25 

031 W Land drain A in Trench 25 

032 W Land drain B in Trench 25 

033 W Land drain C in Trench 25 

034 W Land drain D in Trench 25 

035 W Land drain E in Trench 25 

036 W Land drain F in Trench 25 

037 W Land drain G in Trench 25 

038 E Land drain A in Trench 11 

039 E Land drain B in Trench 11 

040 E Land drain C in Trench 11 

041 E Land drain D in Trench 11 

042 E Land drain A in Trench 12 

043 E Land drain C in Trench 12 

044 E Land drain B in Trench 12 

045 W Land drain A in Trench 13 

046 E Land drain B in Trench 13 

047 NW Trench 18 
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048 SW Trench 19 

049 NW Trench 20 

050 SW Trench 21 

051 NE SW facing section through tree bowl [1805] 

052 SW NE facing section through tree bowl [1803] 

053 NW SE facing section through natural gully [1801] 

054 NW Trench 17 

055 E Trench 22 

056 E Trench 23 

057 S Trench 24 

058 SW Pre-ex shot of ditch [803] 

059 SW Pre-ex shot of ditch [803] 

060 NW Pre-ex shot of ditch [803] 

061 NW Pre-ex shot of ditch [803] 

062 NW Pre-ex shot of ditch [803] 

063 WN SE facing section through ditch [803] 

064 NW SE facing section through ditch [803] 

065 NE Pre-ex shot of ditch [801] 

066 NE Pre-ex shot of ditch [801] 

067 SE Pre-ex shot of ditch [801] 

068 NW SE facing section through ditch [801] 

069 NW SE facing section through ditch [801] 

070 S N facing section through ditch [1401] 

071 S Trench 14 

072 S N facing section through pit [1501] 

073 E Trench 15 

074 E Trench 16 

075 SE NW facing section pit [701] 

076 SE NW facing section pit [701] 

077 E W facing section through ditch [703] 

078 SE Trench 4 ditches [401], [403] and [405] 

079 SE Trench 4, intercutting ditches [401] and [403] 

080 N S facing section through feature [1301] 

081 SW NE facing section through ditch terminus [401] 

 
Sample Register 

Sample no. Context no. Description 

001 (802) Fill of enclosure ditch [801] 

002 (804) Fill of enclosure ditch [803] 

003 (1402) Fill of linear feature [1401] 

004 (1502) Fill of pit [1501] 
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005 (702) Fill of pit [701] 

006 (1302) Fill of feature [1301] 
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Illus 5
SE facing section through ditch [0801]

Illus 6
SE facing section through ditch [0803]

Illus 7
N facing section through ditch [1401] 

Illus 8
N facing section through pit [1501]
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Illus 9
E facing view of Trench 23 


